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ASSTRACT

This report deecrikes a Lincoln Lahrato~eqeriment mferredto as the

ATon-to-We.stfoxd e~eriment which comisted of a series of bistatic scat-

terandradar measurememsof the scatteringcross sectionper unitvolmne

of rain andthfnturbuknt layers. Results of the experiment are presented

as avera& andrms values of the ratio of thebistatic .scatter cross section—
as calculated “sfngthe radar data to tie cross s.ectlonas measured with

the bistatic scatter sy8tem. The goal of tbe experiment was to testfbe

precision of theapproxirmme description of scattering duetoraln and thin

turbulent Iayersused inimerferencep redactions.

The experiment utilized a 143-ktn, 4.515-GHz scatter path from Avon,

Connecticut, to the Westford Communications Terminal andtk Milfstme

Hill 1.295-GHz radar in West ford, Massachusetts. Scatfer rneasmements

were made using scaffering angles ranging from 2° to 180”. System sensi-

tivities allowed measurements of rain with Ze greater thm-5dSZ (equiv-

a.lent rain rate of 0.02 mm/hr) and C~a greater than10
-16m-2/3, Tbe

..-
maximum error in the estimation of the ratio of cak”lated-to-measured

cross secfionis 2.7 dB.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE AVON- TO-WESTFORD EXPERIMENT

1. INTRODUCTION

The success of frequency sharing by several communication services depends upon the

precision with which the statistics of interference between these services may be predicted.

Pessimistic predictions will restrict the development of new services, and optimistic predic-

tions will result in interference between services. Under the sponsorship of the Radio Frequency

Interference and Propagation Program (RIPP) of the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion, the Avon-to-West foiii experiment was conducted to test the precision of the approximate

descriptions of two of the propagation mechanisms - rain scatter and thin turbulent layer scat-

ter – that may cause interference at centimeter and millimeter wavelengths. The experiment

consisted of a series of simultaneous radar (backscatter) and transhorizon scatter (bistatic)

measurements of scattering by both rain and thin turbulent layers. Radar measurements were

made using the Millstone Hill L-band radar. Bistatic scatter measurements were made at C-band

using a van-mounted transmitter located in Avon, Connecticut, and the Westford Commmications

Terminal in West ford, Massachusetts. The approximate descriptions of the ‘scattering processes

for rain and thin turbulent layers were investigated by comparing the sigml strength values as

measured with the histatic system with those calculated using as a basis the simultaneous radar

measurements, the approximate descriptions of the scattering cross section per unit volume for

both mechanisms, and the bistatic radar equation.

Interference predj~$aons as currently made are for conditions Of either rain OF nO rain. NO

further separation by mechanism is made. The prediction of interference due to rain is generally

based upon the uae.of climatological data, Rayleigh scattering theory, available attenuation co-

efficients, and an assumed distribution of scatterers in space.i In a previous report,z a simpli-

fied rain interference computation technique was propoeed and preliminary X-band measurements

on the Avon-to -Westford path were presented that supported the use of the approximate calcula-

tion procedure. The experiment described in this report provides a more extensive investigation

of the assumptions used in the calculation procedure and provides support for the values of some

of the parameters used in its application. The experimental program was directed at investigating

the bistatic nature of scattering by hydrometers and was not designed to provide climatological

data. However, climatological data are required for the development of an interference predic-

tion procedure.

interference prediction in the absence of rain is currently accomplished by extrapolations

based upon empirical data.
3,4

The data used as the basis for the prediction technique were, how-

ever, obtained at frequencies below those of interest, obtained using troposcatter systems which



conform to only one of the many geometrical configurations of interest to the interference prob-

lem, and represent a combination of several transhorizon propagation mechanisms which will

not be present in the same proportion for most interference problems. The extrapolation to

centimeter and millimeter wavelength interference problems is not based upon separation into

the relevant mechanisms and the use of the known properties of these mechanisms. The exper-

imental program described in this report included an investigation of scattering by one of the

non-rain mechanisms, thin turbulent layers, for a variety of geometrical configurations. This

part of the experimental study was conducted to provide data for comparison with the current

prediction method.

Additional results of tbe Avon-to-Westford experiment will he presented in four additional

reports: Summer Rain Showers, Widespread Autumn Rain, Thin Turbulent Layers, and Sum-

mary of Results. This report includes the approximations developed for the calculation of

transmission loss for use in interference prediction, the description of the technique used for

calculating the estimate of the transmission loss for the Avon-to-West ford path, descriptions of

the radar and bistatic scatter systems, and an error analysis. The measurements and analysis

will be presented in later reports.

R. APPROXIMATIONS USED IN TRANSMISSION LOSS CALCULATION
DUE TO SCATTERING

The transhorizon propagation mechanisms of importance to interference phenomena at cen~

timeter and millimeter wavelengths are ducting, rain scatter, thin turbulent layer scatter, and

te~rain diffraction Two of the mechanisms (rain and thin layer scatter) refer to scattering frOm

an extended region of space and are the subject of tbe Avon- b- Westford experimental program.

Both hydrometer and turbulent scatter may be described at centimeter wavelengths, by single

scattering from a volume of scatterers. The bi8tatic radar equation then can be used to relate

the transmission loss for a bistatic scattering system to the per-unit volume scattering proper-

ties of the rain or turbulent regions. The per-unit volume scattering properties may also be

deduced from radar measurements. Simultaneous radar and bistatic scattering measurements

of the same scattering volume will provide information on the scattering angle dependence of the

unit volume scattering cross section and, given an approximate description of the variation of

cross section with scattering angle, the measurements may be used to verify the utility of the

approximation.

The transmission loss is given in the absence of attenuation by the bistatic radar equation

where

Pr . received power

Pt = transmitted power

L . transmission loss

x = wavelength

Gf, G2 = antenna gain for antennas i and 2, respectively

(i)



vol = volume of scatterers

g4, g2 = antenna gain function

Aui, 22 . unit vectors presenting the polarization behavior
of antennas t and 2

L$ = tensor scattering cross section per unit volume

r ~, rz = distances along the rays from the antennas to the
elemental integration volume

d VOI . elemental integration volume.

Equation (i) is valid when attenuation does not occur in the scattering region or along the

rays from the antennas to the scattering region. At frequencies for which attenuation is impor-

tant, this effect should be included as was done in the computation procedure given in a previous

z-eport.z The Avon-to -Westford experiment was conducted at 4. 5i 5Gfiz, a frequency at which

attenuation effects may be neglected, and, for this reason, they will be ignored in the develop-

ment of the equations for transmission loss estimation given here. It is further noted that the

simplified procedure given in the previous report ignored polarization effects which are consid-

ered here.

Preview! radar measurenlentsz of scattering from both rain and thin turbulent layers have

shown that the scatterers are not uniformly distributed through space but are confined in rather

small volumes. This experimental fact allows one to simplify the bistatic radar equation by

assuming that the important contributions to the integral in Eq. (i) come from the intersection

of the limited rain or turbulent volume and the antenna pattern with the smallest main beam cross

section at the volume. For interference problems, this assumption applies to most cases of

main-beam main-beam coupling, and main-beam side-lobe coupling. For cases in which main-

beam intersections occur and the intersection volume is smaller than the rain or turbulent vol-

ume, the intersection volume should be used. For side-lobe side-lobe coupling, only the limited

rain or turbulent volume is considered. The case considered here is that in which the cross sec-

tion of the main beam of antenna i in a plane through the volume of scatterers and normal to tbe

beam is smaller than the cross section of the volume of scatterers in the same plane. The scat-

tering volume then is defirw$~y the main-beam cross section and the linear e~ent Of the vOlume

of scatterers along the beam (see Fig. 1). Equation (1) may also be further simplified, in this

case, by assuming a constant scattering cross section per unit volume across the antenna beam.

Equation (i) then becomes

i GiG2X2g2 flm[J ][fri+(d/2)
-=—
L gi (0) dil :1 &(x) OZdx

(471)3r: 0 rl -(d/2) 1
where

(l = solid angle coordinate of the volume, ~ is the value of 0 at
the edge of the volume of scatterers

x . distance along the ray from antenna i

(2)

d = limited distance dimension of the volume of scatterers,

3



Fig. 1, Scattering gemetry.

This may be rearranged further to

(3)

where

G2(:2) = G2g2

With the assumptions made above, the expression for the integral over the antenna pattern

is a known function and the values ~~(ri ) and D must be determined frOm the distribution Of

scatterers in space. For the estimation of the statistics of transmission 10SS, the statistics of

& and D must be determined. For future reference, Eq, (3) will also be re-expressed as

(4)

where CB = [AzGi/(4~)31 joom gi (Q) & . a constant for a particular antema and frequency.

Eqw,tion (i) may also be simplified for application to the radar problem. fn this case, an-

tennas 1 and 2 are the same and the bistatic scattering cross section per unit volume for a ~80”

scattering angle is used:

4
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(5)

where 13B=$1 & ;i for 480s scattering angle, BY using the assumption that the cross s’ec-

tion of the main beam in a plane normal to the beam at the volume of scatterers is smaller than

the cross section of the rain or turbulent volume, this eqmdion may be simplified to

(6)

where

CR. qp’ ,:(., Cm
(4.) o

For a pulsed radar, d is the width of a range resolution cell or range box and ri is the distance

to that cell.

Simultaneous measurements of i/L or ~r/Pt using bcdb bistatic scattering and radar systems

provide measm-ements of pB@nd ;I . & U2D. When the radar and antenna ‘1 of tbe bistatic

system are colocated, measurements of the ratio of ~t ~~ ;2D to 13BDmay be made by inte-

grating the scattering cross section along the radar beam. These values then do not depend on

the width of either the radar resolution cell or of tbe volume of scatterers, The measured ratios

may then be compared with tbe ratios predicted for particular scattering mechanisms to provide

a check of the precision of the approximate e descriptions of the scattering process, When the

radar and bistatic scattering systems operate at different frequencies, the frequency dependence

of the scattering process may also be checked.

The transmission loss estimation equations are complete when the bistatic cross section per

unit volume is specified. For rain, Rayleigh scattering theory is normally used to describe the

scattering process in the centimeter wavelength region, By using Ra.yleigh theory,5

where

Z = sum of the sixth powers of raindrop diameters

~ = (c – i)/(e + 2), e . dielectric constant for water

q = scattering angle

AA

af, a2 ‘ unit vectors in the plane of Scattering normal to the ray
from the antenna to the scatterer

,-,6

b~, bz = unit vectors normal to the plane of scattering.

(7)

Tbe plane of scattering is defined as the plane containing the two antemas and the scattering vol-

ume. Computations of I~12 using the dielectric constant given by Grant, Q Q.6 shOw that 1~12 is

weakly frequency dependent and in the centimeter region is approximately 0.93. Equations (4)

and (7) may be combined to yield

5
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where

By letting z be expressed in mm6/m3, P$ and D in kilOmeteFs, and a in centimeters,

Far thin turbulent layers, the scattering cross section is given by7

(8)

(9)

(io)

where C: . the structure constant, a meteorological parameter that describes tbe intensity of

random fluctuations of the index of refraction in the inertial subrange. Equations (4) and (i o)

may be combined to yield

where

- ----# GIfom,,(Q) d. .
* _ 0.378x

T (471) o

By letting C; be expressed in m -2/3
, rz and D in kilometers, and k in centimeters,

5/3~ _ i.76k
T GJ:m

gi(ll) dfl 40-7
(4n)3

(12)

Equations (8), (9), (i 4), and (12) comprise the approximate description Of the transmission

loss due to rain and thin turbulent layer scatter.

111. THE AVON- ‘TO-WESTFORD BISTATIC SCATTER SYSTEM

Measurements of transmission loss were made on a ‘t43-km scatter path between a trans-

mitter in Avon* and the Westford Communications Terminal. The scatter measurement system

parameters are summarized in Table L The system operated at a frequency of 4,515 GHz, with

the transmitter mounted in a transportable terminal. Two transmitting antennas were available,

a 4-foot parabola and a standard gain horn; they were mounted on top of a van (see Fig. 2) and

were manually switch selected and steered by an operator in the van. The receiver system used

* Site provided courtesy of Station WTIC, Hartford, Connecticut.

6



TABLE I

AVON -TO-WESTFORD BISTATIC SCATTER SYSTEM

Frequency 4.515 GHz (6.644-cm wavelength)

Antenna 1 60-foot with Cassegrainian feed

Gain antenna 1 55.5 +0.7dB

Beamwidth antenna 1 0. 2“ between half-power points

Polarization Ontenna 1 Vertical

Antenna 2 4-foot parabolo with prime focus feed

Standard gain horn

Gain antenna 2 32.8 + 0.3 dB for 4-foot

18. I +0.1 dB for horn

Beamwidth antenna 2$ 3.5° fm 4-foot

220 for hwn

Polarization antenna 2 Vertical

Transmitter power Variable 1 W to 1 kW

Transmitted signal CWwithfrequency stability of I part

in 10 IO per day

Receiver Phase lock

Receiver bandwidth 560 acd 28B0 Hz

Receiver noise temperature -I OOO”K (with image reiection filter)

Maximum measumble

transmission Icm 190 dB

Path length .,.*.: ,j 143 km

Data processing Received signal AGC voltage and local cscil-
. Iator frequency sampled 20 times per second

Minimum detectable Z -5 dBZ* at midputh on great circle plane
e

Minimum detectable C2
,.-18 ~-2/3

ne
at midpath on great circle plane

*dBZ specifies dB relative to Zc= 1.

7



Fig.2. Transportable terminal at Avon,
Connecticut.

Fig. 3. Millstone Hill c,nd Westford sites.

,

I

I
1

AZIMUTH ANGLE [d.,)

Fig.4. Contour plot -standard gain horn mounted on4-fmt antenna as used at Avon.

Frequency :4.515 GHz; polarization: vertical; gain: 18.1 dB. (Cross polarized ccm -

ponent <27 dB for entire pottern.)
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the 60-foot Westford Antenna which could be slaved to the Millstone Hill radar antenna for simul-

taneous pointing of both systems (see Fig. 3). The transmit and receive antennas were vertically

polarized,

The transmitting antennas were both attached to a manually controlled azimuth, elevation

mount with the standard gain horn mounted just above the 4–foot antenna. Contour patterns of

each of the antennas when mounted together as used in the experiment are given in Figs. 4, 5,

and 6. The patterns and gain measurements were made at the Antenna Test Range operated by

Linc”ln Laboratory,* The Westford Antenma system was modified to take a 4.515-GHz horn feed

in place of the normal X-band tracking feed (see Ref, 9 for a description of the X-band system).

Pattern measurements of the Westford 4.5$ 5-GHz system were made wing a transmitter on the

Groton Fire Tower which served as the boresight tower. The transmitter was located 5.2 km

( 92/~ = 5.0 ~ where 9 is the antenna. diameter) from the antenna. Antenna gain was measured

by both the substitution method and the direct transmission loss method using the source on the

HALF-POWER
BEAM wIDTH

3 m.-L.
: -f
<0

~

~

.7. .– ~

: .,

-,0
-m -,5 -m -6

&2, MuTM ANGLE {de, )

Fig. 5. Contour plot – 4-fOot antenna with standard gain horn mounted

on top as used at Avon. Frequency: 4.515 GHz; polarization: vertical;
gain: 22.8 dB.

-,0 I I 1 I I I I 1 1 I
.20 -,5 -w -5 0 5 70 15 20

bZIMUT” ANGLE (de, )

Fig. 6. Contour plot - 4-foot antenna with standard gain her” mounted
on top os used at Avon. Frequency: 4.515 GHz; polarization: crmsed.
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Fig. 7. Envelop of principal plane patterns for Westford communications antenna.



fire tower with a standard gain horn and, for the substitution measurement, a 4-foot gain stand-

ard antenna, The gain standard and transmitter antennas were calibrated by comparison with

a reference standard gain horn at the Antema Test Range. Both techniques were used because

an obstacle was present in the i 4th Fresnel zone at a distance of 0.7 km from the bore sight tower.

The obstacle was at a 0,3” polar angle from bore.sight as measured at the Weetford Antenna or

at the peak of the first side lobe (see Fig. 7). At this angular dietance, the signal reflected from

the obstacle will be resolved as a separate som.ce with the 60-foot antenna, but will not be re-

solved using the substitution standard. By using the difference between the upper and lower

elevation side lobes and the level of the lower side lobe as measured employing the source on

the boresight tower, the signal as reflected by the obstacle is estimated to be more than 16 dB

below the boresight line-of-sight power level. This implies that the error in the substitution

method measurement due to the pattern range is less than *i.3 dB, and for a direct transmission

loss measurement it is less than +0.2 dB. By utilizing these values and the maximum error

estimates for component mismatch, for the uncertainty in component values, and for the instru-

ment reading error8, the maximum error found in the direct transmission loss measurement

is *0.7 dB and in the substitution method measurement is *i.7 dB. Tbe difference between the

averages of several measurements using each of the techniques was 0.3 dB. The resultant an-

tenna gain as measured employing the average of the direct transmission 10SS measurements is

estimated at 55.5 * 0.7 dB. Although an attempt was made to measure the cross polarized pat-

tern of the Westford Antenna, it could not be measured with the available equipment. The an-

tenna has an f/9 ratio of 0.30 where f is the focal distance and, with a multiplication factor of

44.3 for the Cassegrainian system, the cross polarization side lobes are conservatively estimated
io

to be more than 25 dB below the peak antenna gain.

The measured patterns were med to estimate the percent included power as a function of

polar angle as shown in Fig. 8. The computation of pe?cent included power was made by azimuth-

ally averaging the measured principal plane patterns then numerically computing the integral of

the antenna gain function over the cone of solid angles out to the polar angle given. A percent

value was given to the result of the integration by comparing tbe result with the known value for

,,,.,,,. W ,NCL”CEO VOLUME AT fOOk!” ( km )

Fig. & Percent included power for Westford ~
and w I Istone M I I antennas. 5

:

/

M, LLsTONE HILL RADAR

F
( , I

0.2 .4 0.6 O.*

POLAR ANGLE [%)
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the integral of the gain function over 477steradians. The value of 0 used in the evaluation of the

integral is 2r( i - cm y) where y is the polar angle ,marked on the figure. 62mwas selected so

that an error of less than 0.3 dB in the value of the integral would occur when the volume of scat-

terers ranged from i.i to iO km across the beam at a distance of 100 km. Using this value,

r% om gi(S2) dn = 5.i * l.i

where the accuracy estimate includes a maximum uncertainty of *0.7 dB in the estimate of the

ant enna gain measurement and a *O. 1-dB estimate of the pattern integration error, R is noted

that the value for the integral is 0.3 dB higher than would he obtained using the Gaussian beam

shape approximation and i. 8 dB higher than for the simple model pattern with no response cmt-

side and unity response within the half-power polar angle.z

The transmitter system (see Fig, 9) used a Varian vA-888E kljwtron amplifier to produce a

continuous wave (CW) signal that could be varied between i W and 1 kW at the reference flange of

the transmitting antenna. The klystron was driven by an oscillator that was phase locked to the

44th harmonic of a tone from a Hewlett-Packard Model 5.105-A Synthesizer synchronized with a

General Radio Crystal Frequency Standard Type i f 15- B. The transmitted radio frequency signal

(RF) was continuously monit$red using both a frequency counter and a powe? meter which was

calibrated to read the transmitted power referemed to tbe transmit antenna flange. The transm-

it power level was varied manually using a variable attenuator between the oscillator driver

and the klystron amplifier. The high voltage was also varied to ensu-e a good transmitter out-

put signal-to-noise ratio. The van was air conditioned to provide temperature control for all

transmitter components. An operator was present during each experiment to position the antenna,

change transmitter power, and monitor tbe operation of x11 components.

The receiver system used a tunnel diode RF amplifier with a 5-dB noise figure. The received

signal was translated through three intermediate frequency (IF) stages to a final 50-lcHz IF. De-

tection was performed using either a 560- or a 288o- Hz predetection filter and a linear envelope

detector in an AGC loop with a 50-Hz post-detection bandwidth. AGC voltage wae sampled with-

out further integration, quantized, and recorded digitally at a 20-times-per-second rate. The

first local oscillator was similar to the oscillator used to drive the transmitter. The receiver
,e.r&

was of the phase lock type vpth a local oscillator controlled by the phase lock loop. This oscil-

lator was monitored using an interval counter that provided an estimate of the received frequency

with i-Hz accuracy every 50 msec, The frequency was recorded digitally at the 20-sample-per-

second rate to provide a measurement of the tippler shift of the received signal. A second fre-

quency counter was also used that provided a i -see average frequency estimate. All other local

oscillators were synchronized to the frequency st=ndard. By using tbe doppler measurement

system and thin turbulent layer scatter along tbe great circle path, the relative drift of the tram -

mitter and receiver frequency standards was measured ta be on the order of i Hz per day at RF.

The digital tape recording system sampled the antenna position and station clock 20 times

per second in addition to recording the doppler shift measurements and AGC level. Tbe AGC

level was recorded using two 6-hit analog-to -digital converters which were operated so that to-

gether they covered a 50-dB range of received signal levels. The AGC characteristic was log-

arithmic over a 60-dB range; however, the higher signals tended to saturate and the lower signals

were masked by noiee providing a measurement range of 30 dB. Tbe dynamic measurement range
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of the bistatic scattering system was extended from 30 to 60 dB by varying the transmitter power.

The converters were adjusted so that tbe logarithmic AGC voltage was sampled in approximately

3.3-dB steps in the high-level channel and +. O-dB steps in the low-level channel. Receiver cal-

ibrations were performed at the beginning of each tape or approximately once every 3 hours.

The calibrations were performed by coupling an RF signal of precisely known amplitude into the

waveguide ahead of the tunnel diode amplifier (receive antenna reference flange). Two calibra-

tions were performed – one using a tone which was varied over a 50-dB range in 2-dB steps and

the other using a noise tube of known temperature.

Data were recovered from the digital magnetic tapes using the Laboratory computer system.

The data recovery program was calibrated using the recorded calibration tones. One hundred

sample data points were averaged at each of the 26 calibration levels. Logarithmic interpolation

was used between the levels to generate the calibration curve used in the data processing (see

Fig. i O). Tbe calibrate tones used to generate the upper curve had a high signal-to-noise ratio

and the values tended to lie between the thresholds of the recording levels. Only the threshold

values, however, are reported. The straight line which reproduces the logarithmic character-

istic of the AGC circuit is plotted through the lower threshold values. This line was passed

through the next higher threshold value when tbe averaged calibration values were between the

threshold values. The slope was adjusted so that the line was between the measured threshold

value and the next higher:’value for all samples below the saturation level. For fluctuating sig-

nals typical of rain and thin layer scatter, the sample points will span several measurement

steps. If the density of sample points within a measurement interval is assumed to be uniform,

the best estimate calibration curve lies one-haff the width of the quantization step above the

threshold value. The best estimate cm.ve on Fig. i O was produced by shifting the threshold curve

one-half quantization step. This curve was used to compute the average calibration error. The

rms calibration error was calculated by taking the square root of the sum of the variances due

to the wander of the piecewise Iogaritbmic calibration curve about the best estimate curve, and

tbe variance due to the assumed uniform density of sample points across a measurement interval.

Average errors obtained in this manner were used to correct the averages calculated by the com-

puter program using the piecewise logarithmic calibration curve. The calibration curves still

may have an average error as large as 0.5 dB due to an uncertainty in the amplitude of the cal-

ibrate tone and in the@g it ion of the best estimate curves.

The lower best estimate curve was generated in the same manner. For this channel, tbe

calibrate tone becbmes masked by the noise as it decreases in amplitude. The small signal-to-

noise ratio characteristic of the linear envelope detector is shown as the straight line with twice
11

the slope of the best estimate curve. A check on the dope of the best estimate curve was pro-

vided by comparing the slope of the low signal-to-noise curve with that of the measured points.

The calibration curve deviates from the measured points in the noise dominated region due to

the use of signal-plus-noise in tbe computer calibration routine. The best estimate curve was

also checked by comparing the measured noise tube temperature with its known value. Tempera-

ture was measured using the best estimate curve. Samples of noise tube plus receiver noise,

and of receiver noise were processed thi-cmgh tbe data logging system and the computer program,

In Fig. i O, 5-see averages are shown as open diamonds. The analog-to-digital converter output

value was determined from the calibration curve and used to set the measured value on the best

estimate cu-ve. Sine e the correlation time for the m?ise is small in comparison with the post -

detection filter bandwidth, an additional 1.14.-dB correction must be added to the best estimate

*5
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TABLE II

AVON-TO-WESTFORD BISTATIC SCATTER SYSTEM MEASUREMENT ACCURACY

Absolute Cal ibration
Volume Location Fluctuation

Sample

Accuracy Repeatabi I ity Main Beam Far Side Lobe Fluctuation

Element in Block Maximum Maximum RMS RMS RMS

Diagmm (Fig. 9) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)

Transmitter

Power monitor 0.2* 0.1 — 0.1

Antenna

Horn 0.1 0. I 3.0

4-fOOt 0.3 0.1 3.0

Receiver

Antenna gain 0.7

Antenno pftern integml 0.1 0.3 0.3

Noise tube 0.3

Calibrate Source

Power monitor 0.2’ 0. I

Attenuator setting 0.1

Analcg-to-digital converter 0.3 IJ.bt

Estimation errcf for Rayleigh process - — 1.6t

Receiver gain drift 0.2

Tmnsmission Loss Measurement (P+/P~ 0.4 0.8 1.7

‘ea”remen+ ‘f $ “ &
. 62D

Horn 1.3 0. B 0.3 3.0 1.7

&fOOt 1.5 0. B 0.3 3.0 1.7

* Includes line loss error (maximum) used to transfer readings to teference points.

f Upper calibmtion curve.

$ Five independent samples.



curve value. The result%nt neice measurements are shown as solid diamonds on the best esVi -

mate plus i.i4-dB curve in Fig, 40. Temperatures corresponding to the best estimate value are

also given in Fig. i G where the error bounds are one standard deviation value ciue to quantization

error. Tbe noise tube temperature agrees with the expected value of 2200” * 200 “K for the noise

tube when the image rejection filter is not used.

The computer analysis program decodes the input tapes and assigns each recorded AGC level

the received signal value determined using the piecewise Iogaritbmic calibration tables. The

ou.t+mts of both AGC channels are combined by selecting the upper channel when it equals or ex-

ceeds a preset threshold, and selecting the lower channel when the upper channel value is below

tbe threshold value. The received power value is then linearly averaged for t sec to produce an

es~imate of the received signal strength. The logarithm of the estimate is computed and recorded

on tape for fitirther processing. The computer program linearly averages the received power and,

if the-correlation time for rain or thin turbulent layer scatter is: 10ng in cOmP%ri.?.Onwith 20 maec,

the i -see average of the fluctuating target is correct. ff the correlation time for the scattering

process is short in comparison with 20 msec, the 50-Hz post-detection filter integrates the am-

plitude of the received signal and tbe estimate Qf received power is i;l% dB low (see Ref; i2);

For processes. with intermediate cmrelation time~, the estimate of the received power will be

betwe.en. the correct vahi~ and.l. f4 dB low.

In the estimated value o! ~~:. 48. ~2D,. the average error is less than i .O:dB using the horn

antenna or. ‘i.2 dB. using the 4-foot antenna for a process with a lhmg correlation time, such as

great circle path thin turbulent layer scatter. The absolute error budget is giveii in Table” IL ~

The average error budget holds when the receive~ calibration is correated as discussed above

and the results of sets of measurements with independent calibrations are averaged. For z single

set of scans or measurements with one calibration, the maximum uncertainty in the average of

Gi . & ~2D is the sum of the accuracy and repeatability y values in Table II, or i. 8 dB for the

horn and 2.0 dB for the 4-foot antenna. The rms error in G, & ~2D is caused by level-to-

level calibration uncertainties, the variance due to tbe relatively large analog-to-digital converter

quantization steps and transmitter power fluctuations, transmitter antenna pointing errors, var-

iations in tbe size of the volume of scatterers, and fluctuations in the scattering process. For

a process with a 200-msec correlation time and approximately five independent samples in the

i-see averaging period, .&rms error is ?.7 dB for volumes within the transmit antenna main

beam and first few side lobes. For scatter volumes in the far side lobes of the transmit antenna,

the rms error is app~oximately 3 dB.

The Avon-to-Westford scatter path is depicted in Figs. i 1 and 12. The terrain between the

terminals is low lying, with hills generally below i 000 feet higk C3nthis path, terrain diffraction

and ducting tend not to be problems due to the generally uniform height and irregularity of the

hills. The Westford Antenna has a relatively clear horizon above 0.4” elevation angle in the

azimuth angle sector i 40” to 330” available for the measurements, Pointing of the Weatford

Antenna was limited to this azimuth sector by the cable-wrap design. At azimuths between 243”

and 249” and between 280” and 310”, a ridge of 10V mountains varying from 1500 to 2300 feet high

at an approximate “range of 40 km provided ma8king at elevation angles below ‘1”. The foreground

at Avon is depicted in Fig. ‘13. The foliage extended to elevation angles between 0.7” and 4” in

the sector shown, and to 60” behind tbe van ae shown in Fig. 2. The Avon transmitter site was

on one of the bills of the Talcott Mountains, and the solid earth was generally below 0.5” in all

directions.
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Fig. Il. Avon-to-Westford scatter path.

Fig. 12. Great circle plane cross section for Avon -to-Westford 143-km path.
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Fig. 13. Foreground at Avon, Connecticut.

N. THE MILLSTONE HILL L-BAND RADAR

Measurements of the hackscatter cross section per unit volume of Fain or thin turbulent

layers were made using the Millstone Hill L-band radar; the parameters of tbe radar are sum-

marized in Table 111. Thy radar used an 84-foot antenna that was computer controlled. This

antenna was used to servo control the Westford Antenna. The pointing accuracies of both anten-

nas are better than 0.05” and, with tbe relatively larger resolution beamwidths (see Fig. 8), point-

ing errors for either Westford or Millstone Hill may be ignored. Antenna gain was measured

using radio star flux measurements. In Eq. (6), the integral over the square of the antenna gain

function was determined using measured antenna patterns. The composite envelope of the prin-

cipal plane patterns for both transmission and reception as measured using a linearly polarized

source on Pack Monadnock Mountain is given in Fig. t4, Tbe transmitter was at a distance of

42 km ( 92/A = 2.8 km). Both horizontal and vertical polarization measurements were included in

tbe patterns. By using the measured patterns and independent gain measurements,

where the accuracy etiti%ate includes a maximum uncertainty of 0.3 dB in the estimate of the an-

t enna gain, and O.4,dB for the pattern integration.

The radar system used a klystron transmitter and low-noise parametric receivers (see

Fig. i5). Two linear receiver systems were used with line losses selected so that an 80-dB dy-

namic range could be obtained. The radar was operated with a 3.3-MW peak-power pulse, a

t 2.4-Ksec pulse length, a t 20-pulse-per-second repetition rate, and computer sampling on every

sixth pulse. Matched filters were used on both the sine and cosine channels of each receiver

system. The output from each of the filters was sampled at a 100-kHz rate using 4O-bit analog-

to-digital converters and stored in the SDS 9300 computer. Data were stored in i 20 range boxes

of t.5-krn (10-psec) extent. The signals were square law detected and incoherently integrated

in the computer. Fifty independent samples were integrated which, for a Rayleigh process such

as rain scatter, resulted in an rms error of 0.7 in the estimate of the backscatter cross section

per unit volume.

The radar system performance was continuously monitored. Transmitter power was recorded

on a strip chart and typically varied by less than *O. 4 dB for a 6-hour run. The receiver SyStem

I
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TABLE Ill

MILLSTONE HILL L-BAND RADAR

Frequency

Antenna

Antenna gain

Beamwidth

POlcirizati On

Transmitted power

Pulse length

Pulse repetition rate

Receiver bandwidth

Dataprocessing

Computer sampling rote

Detection

Dynamic range

System noise temperature

O.eml I system [ i“e losses

Matched filter processing loss

Single-pulse Zevalue for unily

signal -to-noise ratio

Single-pulse C2
ne

1.295 GHz (23. 2-cm wavelength)

84-foot parabolo with Cass.gr.inian feed

46.7 + 0.3 dB (“new” s“breflector)

O. 7“ between half-power points

Right-hand circular transmitted

Left-hand circular received

3. 3-MW peak (continuously monitored)

12.4 psec

120 per second

80.5kHz (12.4 -psecmatched predetection
filter)

Analog-to-digital conversion of lF sine

and cosine channels every 10 psec

20 per second

Square Iawby computer operations

80 dB accomplished by combining the output
from tworecei.ers

280” K (includes atmospheric and ground

effects averaged over OO to30° elevation cmgle)

2.8d8 for receiver 1

43.5 dB for receiver 2

1.1 dB

-30 dBZ at 100 km

lo-’6m-2/3 at IOQ km

20
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Fig. 1A Envelope ofprincipol plane potterns for both tmrsmission and reception

for Millstone Hill L-band rad.arante”ma.
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was calibrated continuously using a pulsed noise tube of known temperature. Twenty-five con-

secutive samples of receiver noise and 25 samples of noise tube plus receiver noise were aver-

aged for each of the 50 pulses being integrated. The noise tube and noise measurements were

made at ranges in excess of 600 km where no radar targets are expected. Ionospheric echoes

were not present due to the relatively low average power, low elevation angle, and the generally

southerly azimuth directions used in the measurement program. The received signal strerigth

for each radar return was estimated by subtracting the average noise value from the average

signal-plus-noise value and scaling by the ratio of the known noise tube power to tbe value ob-

tained by subtracting the average value of noise from the average noise-tube-plus-noise value.

The computer program multiplied the estimate of the received sigml power by the square of the

range to the target and recorded it on magnetic tape. Calibration of tbe receiver was continwmsly

monitored by gating on an RF tone of known amplitude for i 2.4 psec at the fourth-from-last range

box and processing through the computer. Both the tone and noise tube calibrations were made

from the same waveguide reference point at tbe input flange of each parametric amplifier (par-

amp). Typically, the receiver calibration varied by less than *O. 2 dB as measured by the fluctua-

tions in the RF tone amplitude.

The absolute calibration of the radar system was made by combining the values of each factor

in the radar equation. Table IV shows the error budget for the calibration. The maximum em-or

for all the data is ii.4 dB and for a single set is *I. 6 dB. An overall check on the system calibra-

tion was made by observing spheres of known cross section in orbit.* Measured cross sections

were within O.5 dB of the known values of the cross sections of the several spheres used. The

sphere calibrations were made prim- to the installation of the ,,mew,! mbreflector. The gain with

the ‘,old,, suhreflector was measm-ed both hy radio sta? flux measurements and by the substitution

method using a source on Pack Monadnock Mountain. The radio star flux measurements with the

I,new,, subreflector provided a means of comparing the antenna gains before and after the sub-

reflector change. This allows use of the sphere measurements in a separate calibration error

determination. The sphere measurements are within the maximum bounds listed in Table IV.

This overall system calibration checks every factor in the radar equation except the value of the

integral of the square of the antenna gain function. The integral depends only upon the shape of

the main lobe and first few side lobes of the antenna pattern and is known to within 0.1 dB. The

maximum uncertainty i@Qe absolute calibration of the radar for a volume target applies only

when the volume target fills the beam. When the volume is less than the resolution volume

(i, 7 km acmes the beam at i 00 km, and 1.9 km along the beam), the estimate of the peak cross-

section value will be in error. ,When the data are used for comparison with measurements using

the Avon-to-West ford bistatic scatter system, the resolution cell filling errors do not apply since

the angular resolutions of both systems are nearly identical and range averaging of the radar data

is performed in the comparison. The rms em.m. in the estimate of the cross-section value is

0.7 dB for a Rayleigh process with a correlation time small in comparison with 50 msec.

Data reccm-ded on magnetic tape were analymed using the Laboratory computation facilities.

The first stage of processing combined the output of both receivers. Output from the more sen-

sitive receiver was used unlmss the received signals in both receivers were higher than four

standard deviations of their respective receiver noises above the noise. When this received sig-

nal value condition was met, the output of the less sensitive receiver was used. Tbe received

* U. S. Navy 14-i nch-di.smeter .s.1 ibration spheres, space Track Obiect NOS. 900, 902, 1512 and 1520; 20-in ch -

diameter sphere, No. 2826.
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TABk IV

MILLSTONE HILL L-BAND RADAR MEASUREMENT ACCURACY

Absolute Calibration Sample

Accuracy Rep.?atabi I ity Fluctuation

Element in Block Maximum Maximum RMs

Diagram (Fig. 15) (dB) (dB) (dB)

Transmitter

Power monitor’ 0.2 0.1 0.1

Line loss 0.1

Antenna

Tro”smit and receive gain 0.6

Pattern integration 0.1

Receiver

Noise tube 0.3 0. I

Cal ibrate source*

Power monitor 0.2 0.1

Attenuator setting o. I

Line loss 0.1

Estimation error for Rayleigh process - 0.7

Measurement of P,/ Pt 0.7 0,2 0.7

Measurement of pB 1.4 0.2 0.7

%cludes line Icss error (maximum) used to transfer readings to reference points.
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signal value was then scaled to units of mm6/m3 and reported as Ze. Scaling constants were

found by using Eqs. (6) and (7) and the parameters listed in Table IV.

v. COMPARISON ANALYSIS

The radar and bistatic .9Cattep systems provide measurements of the backsca.tter cross sec-

tion per unit volume and the bistatic scatter cross section per unit volume integrated over nearly

identical angular regions. The radar reports the cross -section values integrated over a range

cell; the bistatic system reports the cross-section values weighted by both the transmitter ant-

enna pattern and the distance between the transmitter and scattering volume and integrated along

the receiver beam. By suitable processing of the radar data, an estimate of the radar cross

section for a weighted integration volume identical to the one for the bistatic scatter system can

be calculated. With identical volumes, the ratio of the backscatter and bistatic scattering cross

sections may be computed and compared with the value predicted by the approximate description

used for the scattering process. A statistical description of the comparisons for each of the

relevant scattering mechanisms (rain and turbulent e) constitutes the results of the Avon-to-

Westford experiment. The previous sections described the systems used to make the measure-

ments; this section presents the details of the analysis programs used in processing the data to

make the comparison. .,(,
The measurement program was conducted with both the radar and histatic scatter systems

observing the same volumes in space. To provide many independent measurements of the scat-

tering process at different scattering angles, tbe Millstone Hill and Westford antennas were

scanned in synchronism. The scanning nature of the experiment also insured that the most inter-

esting phenomena would be observed. Two computer prog?ams were used to process the mess -

“red data., as schematically shown in Fig. i 6. The Westford data processing program extracted

the measurements from the magnetic tapes generated at the site, averaged the data, assembled

the data by scans, and wrote the avei-aged received signal level and antenna pointing angles on a

FE;FmDmoGAir––– –––––––––--7 ~
MAGNETIC D;;mR\.:

1TAPE POWER
PLOT*

1

I *3 *;,

DECODE
DOPPLER AMD M.w#c

I / W!NT(NG DATA

I
L——___________—_—— ——_

pxK,)Gx ——— ——— ——— —

I

i

C&,CULATE

s%osN
I

*--------WPL”T”~ARD% AVON s,!40 w STORD PAR.M ETERS

I [

Fig. 16. Data processing block diagram,
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second magnetic tape. The second program – the radar data processing program – read the site

tapes, converted the rewrted received power distance squared product into CFOSs-sectiOn esti-

mates, and assembled tbe data by scans. This program then computed the expected transmis Sion

loss value for the Avon-tO-Westford measurements using Eqs. (6) through (12), read the tape

generated by the We6tford Program, and used the data for comparison with the calculated values.

Finally, this program plotted the measured and calculated valces of transmission loss for each

scan and prepared comprison tables for the ratio of calculated-to-measured scattering cross

section. An example of the output is given in Figs. i7 through 21.

The West ford program operation was described briefly in Sec. 111, This program takes the

reported analog-to-digital converter values, looks up the corresponding received power value

in the calibration table, and calculates i -see average values of the received power. It also de-

codes time, antenna pointing, and doppler frequency data stored on the site tape, and calculates

t-see averages of each of the quantities. Then, the program organizes the averaged data into

tables for each scan. The det emnination of scan limits is either automatically made by the Corn-

puter program or forced by card inputs. The data tables are recorded on magnetic tape; data

are also plotted and printed for later editing and analysis.

The SDS 9300 computer at the Millstone Hill radar calmlates most of the averages required

for use of the radar data. The radar p~ogrwn takes the reported received power range square

product and computes a back$catter cross section per unit volume for each range cell. From

Eq. (6),

where CR, Pt, and D are known constants for the radar determined from the values listed in

Tshle 111and discussed in Sec. IV. FOI- ease in comparing the radar measurements with those

obtained by other workers, the backscatter cross section per unit volume is reported as either

an equivalent Ze value or an equivalent C~e value [see Eqs. (7) and (10)]:

(i3)

(14)

where the quantities in parentheses are constants for the radar, and the units are X in centime -

ters, D in kilometers, Pr and Pt in tbe same units, r, in kilometers, CR in Cmz, .ze in mm6/m3

and C~e in m-2/3.

The radar program calculates the transmission loss for comparison with the measured values

using Eqs. (8), (9), (11), and (i2)

(i5)

(16)
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where

pi = distance from transmitter (antenna 2) to the ith range cell

d = range cell width

.th
Zei, C&i = backscatter cross sections for the , range cell reported

as Ze or C~e

A thMi . ~i (Sl CCIS2Ifi~2 + ~i$~) . LIZ evaluated for the i cell

.th
pi = scattering angle for the I cell

x’ summation over ?ange boxes

Av AT = values given by E@ (.9)”“and (i?) using th6 Par@met~rs Of
the Westford Antenna listed in Table I. and Sec. III.

The quantities hl~ y i, and..pi pepend upon the location. of. the ith cell v.,ith respect to the...

transmitter and the pointing angles of the transmit antenna. The transmitter location and. trans -

mit antenna pointing angles are entered by card input. Location of the i
th

cell relative to the

transmitter is computed using spherical geometry and, when refraction effects are important
,th

as in determining the height of the I cell above mean sea level, a 4.2 earth radius. equivalent

spherical earth is used. Figure ?2 shOws the rele”~ant geOmetrY and identifies. the PQi.nting and

polarization vectors used in the computation. The 10C81vertical at each location is specifiedby

an unmarked arrow norma~ to lines of equa~ JOn@ude: .Tbe POinting directien of t~? .~l~tO~

Hill antenna is gi~en by $i, and the di?ection Of pGQ?ag~tiOn of the” received ~i@al by k=’ - rf.

The pointing direction of the Avon antenna is given by. t, and the direction of Propagation from

I
N 1.GG,1S11O

MILLSTONE HILL

,th RAN13ECELL

AvON

Fig. 22. Geometry for calculating tmnsmksion loss.
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.th
cell by $i.

.th
the antenna to the 1 Polarization vectors $t, it represent at the 1 cell the direc-

tion of the electric field vectors for vertical and horizontal polarization, respectively. Vectors
.A
Vr, hr give the polarization vectors for the Weetford Antenna, The computer program calculates

the three components of each of these vectors in a Cartesian coordinate system with $ directed

along the constant longitude line toward tbe south and ~ the local vertical. Given the vectors,

$oi = COs-i (6’i 2r)

A
;. x 22

a2=-
A
k xc

2,= #.--#-

Ikrxbij

From these valuesk Mi is calculated. G2 ( $i) is found by expressing ~i in an angular coordinate

system reference ~ and looking up the gain in a table. The tables reproduce, tbe gain values

given in Figs. 4 and 5.

Transmission loss is calculated for each pointing angle in the scan. For each transmission

Ioss value, an expected rms error is also calculated based upon the uncertainty in the radar meas-

urement and in the gain of tbe transmit antenna pattern. The antenna gain rms uncertainty is

estimated by computing the transmission loss given by a hypothetical isotropic transmit antenna

with a gain value 30 dB below the peak gain of the transmit antenna, and using the magnitude of

ten times the logarithm of the value divided by the actual transmission loss value as the rms

error. A computer outptiis~or a scan is shown in Fig, i 7. Transmission 10SS was computed using

Z ~ and represents thq expected loss for rain based upon the radar data. The set of three plotted

lines gives tbe results of the calculation, with the upper and lower lines giving the calculated

value plus and minus the expected rms error. Three other sets of calculated points are also

plotted that give the results of computations using different combinations of transmit and receive

antenna polarization, The computations were made by using either $ or $ for ~ in the calcula-

tion of Mi, as indicated on the plot legend, Fop compmlscm with the Westford measurements,

the Millstone Hill azimuth values were parallax com-ected to agree with those for West ford. The

parallax correction was computed using tbe distance to the mange cell that gives the maximum

contribution to the value of transmission loss. The plotted azimuth values are for the Westford

Ant enna.

Transmission loss values measured on tbe Avon-to-Westford path were calculated by dividing

the measured transmitter power value by the values of received power. Two representation of

the measm. ed data are plotted: the plotting with small dots gives the i-see average of the trans-

mission loss, and that with the star gives the transmission 10SS value averaged over a beamwidth
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of the Millstone Hill radar centered about each parallax corrected azimuth value for the Millstone

radar, The second set of values represents an approximate 6-see average of the Westford meas-

urements and agrees in pointing direction with the transmission 10Ss calculations based upon the

radar mea.swements. The additional factor of six in the averaging time also reduces tbe fluctua-

tions inherent in the bistatic measurements.

The results of computations based upon turbulent layer scatter are given in Fig. i 8. Fig-

ure 19 presents the rain and thin layer scatter computations for vertical polarization and the

6-see averages of the measured transmission ]0SS. These data were extracted from Figs. 17

and 18; they were also used in generating botb the scattergram and the comparison table given

in Figs. 20 and ?-i, respectively. The measured data agree well with the calculations based upon

thin turbulent layer scatter in a region 6- wide about the great circle path (229.5 o azimuth), and

agree well with calculations based upon rain scatter in the 2400 to 2800 azimuth sector.

The scattergram (Fig. 20) presents the comparison between the measured and calculated

transmission 10SS values for calculations based upon rain scatter. The length of the arms of

each plotted cross represents the rms error in either tbe measurement or the calculation. For

transmission loss values below i 7i dB, agreement is evident; for measured values greater than

i 7i dB, poorer agreement is found. In this region, coupling via the” Westford Antenna side lobes

is important. However, this coupling has been ignored in the derivation of the equations used

either to predict transmission 108s or in the data processing, To approximately estimate the

effect of side-lobe coupling, the transmission loss for a hypothetical isotropic receiving antenna

with a gain 40 dB below that of the Westford Antenna was calculated. The transmission 10SS values

were averaged over the entire scan to give an estimate of the threshold value for side-lobe effects.

This value was used to position tbe horizontal line in Fig. 20. The value of 40 dB below the peak

gain of the Westford Antenna was used to approximate the gain of the side lobes of th~antenna

out to a polar angle of 25” (see Fig. 7).

The comparison table for the ratio of calculated-to-measured cross section vs measured

transmission loss is presented as a computer printout in Fig. 21. Data used to generate the scat-

tergram were quantized in 2-dB intervals and used to generate the table. The column < – 16 rep-

resents all occurrences of tbe m eas.red signal being more than i 7 dB or greater than the calcu-

lated “a.lue. This condition was used as a criterion to separate receiver side-lobe contributions

from receiver main-lobe contributions. In Fig. 17, the comparison threshold value is shown as

a horizontal line. All the measured data above this line were compared with the calculated values;

measured data below the line were not used. It is noted that the values of transmission 10Ss due

to turbulent layer scatter are below the threshold and are ignored. The final comparison histo-

gram is shown in Fig. 23 where the darkened bars represent the data above tbe side-lobe contam-

ination threshold. These data vere used to calculate the average and rrns ratios of calculated-

to-measured received sigml strength or calculated-to-measured bistatic scatter cross sections.

The measurement errors of both the radar system and the bistatic scatter system are multiplica-

tive, the average and rms errors are all given in decibels in Tables 11and IV. For this reason,

tbe comparison is based upon the average and rms values of the logaritbns of the ratio of the

calculated-to-measured values. The average ratio is 0.6 dB and the rms ratio is 4.4 dB. Using

linear averaging. the ratio is 2.1 dB. The linear average is biased toward overestimation and,

if the ratio of measured-to-calculated cross section were used, a different ratio biased toward

underestimation would be computed. Since the result for logarithmic averaging does not change
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with the way the ratio is made and since the errors are multiplicative, this form of averaging

is used throughout for the analysis of the ratio of calculated-to-measured cross sections.

VI. SUMMARY

The measurement systems and the data processing programs were described in Sees. III

through V. Results of the experiment are the statistics of the ratios of calculated-to-measured

cross section as shown for one scan in Fig. 23. The measurement emwrs for the hista.tic scatte~

system and for the radar system are tabulated in Tables II and IV. Errors in the estimate of the

ratio of calculated-to-measured scattering cross section are given by the sum of the errors in

Tables II and IV in the case of maximum error values, and of the square root of the sums of the

squares for the rms errors. The combination procedure for the rms errors is adopted due to

the multiplicative nature of the errors. Table V lists the errors in the estimate of the ratio.

Three cases are consider&” errors in the measurement of a single cell (a peak in received sig-

nal or minimum of transmission 10ss in a scan plot), errors in a scan or set of scans (one c.al-

ibrati on), and errors for the entire measurement period (several calibrations). In computing

the errors, the maximum error is assumed to be three times the rms error. Tbe errors quoted

in Table V apply when tbe correlation time for the bistatic scatter signal is the order of 200 msec

with a 6-see average. If the correlation time is still longer, the rms errm. will increase; if the

correlation is shorter, the rms error will decrease. The rms error for the scan and all data

a“erages will, however, not decrease significantly. For correlation times .wnall in comparison

with 20 msec, the average ratio of calculated-to-measured t~ansmission loss should be decreased

by i, i 4 dB due to the integrating effect of the post-detection filter in the Westford receiver. The

histogram given in Fig. 23 shave agreement betveen the measured and calculated cross sections

beta.s e the average and x.ms ratios are within the error bounds. This is true independent of the

correlation time becawse a i. t -dB cor~ection to the data for a correlation time small in comwr -

i son with 20 msec would produce an average ratio of – 0,5 dB that is still well within the error

bounds.
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TABLE V

ESTIMATION ACCURACY FOR TI
SCATTERIP

Data Base

Single cell

Horn, main 10be

Horn, far side !cbe

4-foot, mai. 10be

4.foot, far side I&e

Single scan

Horn

4-fOOt

Al I data

Horn

4-fOot

RATIO OF CALCULATED-TO-MEASURED
CROSS SECTION

+

Absol we Error

Maximum
(dB)

4.6

13

4.8

13

3.7

3.9

2.7

2.9

Fluctuation
RMs
(dB)

In SUDUTIUV13 the Avon-to-Westford experiment is capable of comparing the measured and

calculated bistatic scattering cross section of rain and thin turbulent layers with a mp.ximum

error in the ratio of the calculated-to-measured cross section of 2.7 dB and a probable error of

much less. This test of the approximate description of rain and turbulent SCatter iS more Pre-

cise than the allowable error in estimation of transmission loss due to these mechanisms; hence,

the experiment provides a direct test of tbe approximations used in interference prediction

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

techniques.

,,

,]
,
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